




Achim Lübbering Jette Lübbering

As a family-owned company for over 90 years now, we 
operate with strong roots in our region and respon-
sibility for future generations.

Under the name of LÜBBERING we develop, produce 
and distribute „technical ideas for demanding users“ 
from Herzebrock in East Westphalia. Since 2000, 
Achim Lübbering has been running the company in 
the third generation. He is happy to have the support 
of his daughter Jette, who has been enriching the team 
with new ideas since 2022.

It was exactly such a technical idea that Johannes 
Lübbering used in 1978 to lay the foundation for the 
company‘s success: the Rollprofi. This cable reel un-
coiler – technically sophisticated and equipped with 
two sturdy reel bearing rollers – freed any electrician 
of the problem of unwinding cable reels. Proved for 
many years, the Rollprofi has become established as 
the base product in the electrical installation. Often 
imitated, the cable reel roller from LÜBBERING was 
named as only it deserves: ORIGINAL.

Founded by Wilhelm Strotkamp in 1934 as an elec-
trical installation company we have since become the 
leading manufacturer of cable unwinding systems. 
With a great passion for technology and quality we are 
constantly developing our knowledge and skills. This 
is how new ideas and products of outstanding quality 
are created here every day – so that electrical installers 
all over the world can continue to entrust their rolling 
goods to the Rollprofi product family

Welcome to Rollprofi!

QUALITY THAT LASTS.

THE ORIGINAL 
SINCE 1978.



www.rollprofi.de



CABLE REEL 
ROLLER

HANDLING



THERE CAN 
ONLY BE ONE!

THE UNRIVALLED TOOL FOR EASIER HANDLING OF CABLE REELS.

For over 40 years, the ORIGINAL has been the crafts-
man‘s helper when unrolling cable reels. For daily 
use, we have designed a tool in solid pressure casting 
quality. Equipped with high-quality steel rollers, 
professionals across Europe know and appreciate the 
ORIGINAL from Herzebrock. Thanks to this quality 
known for decades, our ORIGINAL can withstand even 
the greatest strain in trade and industry.

The simple adjustment of the support rollers through 
the use of by using spring core axles at a distance 
allows enables unwinding cable reels of all sizes up to 
a maximum diameter of 1,200 mm. It goes without 
saying that our ORIGINAL offers maximum protection 
against dirt and corrosion because of the use of closed 
reel bearings that meet up to the high standards of our 
customers. Rubber feet guarantee perfect stability of 
the ORIGINAL and provide easy unwinding of parti-
cularly heavy reels.

The anti-slip reeling-on ramp of our ORIGINAL is 
unique. It prevents the cable reel from slipping off 
during winding up. The ergonomic design with burr-
free, rounded edges promotes maximum safety to the 
operator. Our ORIGINAL has been known and 
appreciated for decades as a completely maintenance-
free tool, re-gardless of whether our customers use it 
outdoors or in the workshop.

So it is the little things that make our ORIGINAL so 
unique – there can only be one!

VARIABLE

Simple adjustment of 
the support rollers using 
spring core axles.

AVAILABILITY

All parts are interchangeable and 
available at short notice.

STABLE

High-quality rubber feet ensure 
stability and are always available 
as spare parts.

THE ORIGINAL – SINCE 1978.

PROFESSIONAL TIP

When using swivel castors, the 
rubber feet are screwed in at the 
side and stay where they belong.
Also a good place for spare 
rubber feet.



Simply changing the position of the reel bearing 
rollers by using spring core axles at a distance allows 
unwinding cable reels of all sizes up to a maximum 
diameter of 1,200 mm. It goes without saying that our 
ORIGINAL offers maximum protection against dirt and 
corrosion because of the use of closed reel bearings.

Screwable rubber feet guarantee perfect stability of the 
ORIGINAL and provide easy unwinding of particularly 
heavy reels

IN USE

SPARE PARTS, 
TECHNICAL DATA 
AND MORE

THE ORIGINAL – 
FOR CABLE REELS.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 200 kg

Max. drum Ø 1,200 mm

Max. reel width 520 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 530 x 550 x 100 mm

Weight 7.5 kg

ORDER CODE

ORIGINAL A90101

ACCESSORIES

LENKROLLEN (set = 4 pcs.) A90301PROFESSIONAL TIPP M
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possibility of uncoiling cable reels up to a width of 
670 mm. This tool is designed for daily use. Equipped 
with solid pressure casting and fitted with high quality 
steel rollers, the ORIGINAL XL withstands the highest 
strains found in industrial and warehouse environ-
ments.

THE ORIGINAL – 
IN LARGE.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 200 kg

Max. drum Ø 1,200 mm

Max. reel width 670 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 530 x 710 x 100 mm

Weight 9.1 kg

ORDER CODE

ORIGINAL XL A90103

ACCESSORIES

LENKROLLEN (set = 4 pcs.) A90301

IN USE

SPARE PARTS, 
TECHNICAL DATA 
AND MORE
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THE ORIGINAL –
IN SMALL.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 200 kg

Max. drum Ø 1,200 mm

Max. reel width 220 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 530 x 260 x 100 mm

Weight 4.9 kg

ORDER CODE

ORIGINAL XS A90104

The ORIGINAL XS offers all the advantages of the 
ORIGINAL in a small spaces. Designed for use in 
switch cabinet construction or for unrolling air hoses, 
this little helper is always ready to assist the pro-
fessionals.

The ORIGINAL XS is particularly useful in the 
CABLEDEPOT, as it takes on a professional dual role 
with small reels.

IN USE

SPARE PARTS, 
TECHNICAL DATA 
AND MORE
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NOW IT GOES 
HIGH-UP!

SIMPLY ATTACH TO THE ORIGINAL – 
THE SOLUTION FOR ALL SMALL OR DEFECTIVE REELS.

AS EASY AS LOGIC.

We offer the optimal solution for all small reels with 
the TOPROLL. Whether made of wood or cardboard, 
for defective reels or for all cables that can only be 
unwound with limited tractive force. 
Attached to the ORIGINAL, you connect the TOPROLL 
directly to the popular unwinder from Herzebrock 
using a positive locking and the captive fastening 
screw. The cable reel is held by the axle and fixed in 
place by the cones. Now the axle with the reel is 
inserted into the bearing-mounted support shells. 
Everything runs perfectly and smoothly – professional 
unwinding as you would expect from a Rollprofi.

PRACTICAL

Everything is stored in the 
practical bag. Two side parts 
and cable reel axle with 
cones – everything is always 
to hand!

PERFECT

The axle is supported on 
both sides by two high-quality 
ball bearings. Smooth running 
is guaranteed!

WELL THOUGHT OUT

The cones are clamped by 
captive screws without tools – 
the perfection that you know 
and expect!

PROFESSIONAL TIP

The reel axle can be attached 
to the side of the TOPROLL 
using the two rubber loops 
so that the original can be 
used with all other reels.



IF YOU WANT IT TO ROLL 
PARTICULARLY EASY.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 80 kg

Max. drum Ø 500 mm

Max. reel width 450 mm

Dimensions assembled 
(L x W x H)

616 x 479 x 361 mm

Weight 2.5 kg

ORDER CODE

TOPROLL incl. carrier bag A90111

With the TOPROLL, your ORIGINAL becomes even 
more flexible and now performs all rolling tasks 
perfectly and much more. The TOPROLL can be fitted 
to all ORIGINAL unwinders built from 2000 onwards.  
This is only offered by Rollprofi in Herzebrock!

All illustrations show the TOPROLL in combination 
with our ORIGINAL. Please note that the ORIGINAL is 
not included in the TOPROLL scope of delivery.

IN USE

SPARE PARTS, 
TECHNICAL DATA 
AND MORE
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THE SOLUTION FOR DEFECTIVE DRUMS – 
CONTOUR ON AND DONE.

Over the last years damaged cable drums have been a 
recurring topic for our customers. But even if the 
situation often seems hopeless, we also have a simple 
solution for this problem with the CONTOUR.

As you already know from other Rollprofi products, 
CONTOUR too is technically proven and immediately 
ready for use. The light construction of shockproof 
plastic moulding ensures a robust product. 

A simple lever mechanism tensions the outer rim 
thereby ensuring a safe hold on drums of any kind. 
Only the clamping force is adjusted to the application 
by using the adjusting screw. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 200 kg

Max. drum Ø 510 mm

Holding capacity outer rim 55 – 62 mm

Dimensions (L x H) 510 x 510 mm

Weight 2.5 kg

ORDER CODE

CONTOUR A90501

ACCESSORIES

Large capacity outer rims Set
Holding capacity

A9050112
79 – 94 mm

THE SAFETY WHEEL.

IN USE

SPARE PARTS, 
TECHNICAL DATA 
AND MORE
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CARRYGRIP – CARRYING REELS AS 
PROFESSIONALS WOULD.

Whether loading, carrying, laying down or setting up 
at the operational site – cable reels are unwieldy and 
don‘t make your work easy.

Now CARRYGRIP is the perfect assistant for all these 
situations and you have your cable reel always firmly 
under control. In just a few steps, the tensioning unit 
is adjusted to the appropriate drum size and locked – 
and so you can transport together with your colleague 
a load of up to 100 kg safely and without hurting your 
back. 

The manual carrying system CARRYGRIP offers you 
everything you need for flexible, ergonomic and safe 
handling of reels on the construction site.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 100 kg

Max. drum Ø 510 mm

Dimensions per system 
(L x W x H)

190 x 170 x 450 mm

Weight 0.9 kg

ORDER CODE

CARRYGRIP (set = 2 pcs.) A90801

THE TEAM PLAYER 
FOR MORE ATTITUDE.

IN USE

SPARE PARTS, 
TECHNICAL DATA 
AND MORE
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COILED CABLE ROLLER



AS STEADY AS 
FLEXIBLE!

THE CLOU FAMILY – VARIETY OF OPTIONS FOR A WIDE RANGE 
OF PIPE AND CABLE RINGS.

For 25 years the absolute number one when it comes to 
unwinding ring goods. No matter whether cables and wires, 
empty tubes, chains or steel cables, the CLOU keeps its 
promises. The professional device can carry up to 80 kilo-
grams and it makes no difference whether the ring goods are 
in a cardboard box, in foil or even without packaging. It can 
even handle cable giants like 5 x 25 sqmm or ring diameters 
of 750 mm.

Only because of the CLOU’s proven unwinding technology, it 
is possible to uncoil the rolled goods from the center of a coil 
without twisting. This is exactly what has led to the CLOU 

becoming a master of its kind. No wobbling, no rattling and no 
plastic. Set up in just a few steps, the CLOU is ready for 
unwinding. Of course there are also accessories that make our 
products so unique:

  CLOU UP – Safe standing on the building shell.
  CLOU MOVE – mobile on the construction site.
  CLOU FIX – if the coil lacks posture.

As with all Rollprofi products, the CLOU has a maintenance 
free design and guarantees safe handling indoors as well as  
outdoors.

THE CLOU FAMILY – THE CLEVER SOLUTION FOR EVERY PROBLEM.

WELL THOUGHT OUT

Quick to unfold – 
quick to fold – 
securely packed!



IDEAL FOR ALL 
RING GOODS.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. ring weight 80 kg

Max. ring outer Ø 750 mm

Ring inner Ø min. 150 mm
max. 260 mm

Max. ring height 350 mm

Installation area 800 x 800 mm

Dimensions (Ø, L) 170 mm, 455 mm

Weight 7.5 kg

ORDER CODE

CLOU incl. carrier bag A90220

The CLOU is the professional tool for cable ring 
processing. Small and easy to transport in its carrying 
case, the CLOU becomes a high-performance giant in 
just a few simple steps and without any tools. All coils, 
whether NYM cable or plastic conduit, are unwound 
from the inside without twisting.

A completely maintenance-free tool, regardless of 
whether you use it outdoors or in the factory. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. ring weight 80 kg

Max. ring outer Ø 1,000 mm

Ring inner Ø min. 150 mm
max. 260 mm

Max. ring height 500 mm

Installation area 1,100 x 1,100 mm

Dimensions (Ø, L) 170 mm, 605 mm

Weight 9.5 kg

ORDER CODE

CLOU XL incl. carrier bag A90221

THE MASTER FOR 
LARGE CABLES.

Based on the CLOU, the CLOU XL offers the possibility 
of unwinding the largest coiled goods up to a coil 
diameter of 1,000 mm cable drums and up to a width 
of 670 mm. 

Naturally, the CLOU XL is also professionally packaged 
with a carrying bag and has all the technical features of 
the CLOU. Of course, it is maintenance-free and can 
also be used outdoors. 

Un
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SLIM FOR SMALL 
RING GOODS.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. ring weight 80 kg

Max. ring outer Ø 750 mm

Min. ring inner Ø 105 mm

Max. ring height 300 mm

Installation area 800 x 800 mm

Dimensions (Ø, L) 165 mm, 420 mm

Weight 5.5 kg

ORDER CODE

CLOU SLIM incl. carrier bag A90224

The CLOU SLIM is the unwinder for ring goods with a 
particularly small inner diameter. Based on the proven 
performance giant CLOU, the CLOU SLIM with its 
cylindrical but non-adjustable core also offers the 
option of unwinding tightly wound ring goods from 
the inside without twisting. Of course, the CLOU SLIM 
is supplied with our professional carrying bag. The 
CLOU SLIM is maintenance-free and can be used out-
doors as well. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight 0.5 kg

ORDER CODE

CLOU FIX 
(set = 3 pcs.) incl. carrier bag A90225

CLOU FIX holds the ring together if it was supplied 
without film packaging with bandages. The ergonomic 
shape of the accessories allows the pipes to slide over 
the edges without getting caught. This means that 
even unpackaged empty conduit rings can be unrolled 
perfectly from the inside without twisting. The use of 
glass fibre reinforced plastic is a matter of course for a 
product from Rollprofi. Of course, a practical bag for 
transport is included in the scope of delivery.

WHEN THE RING 
LACKS SUPPORT.

IN USE
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CLOU UP takes the CLOU to where it belongs: above 
the reinforcement! With the help of the clip fastener, 
you can attach the three-part CLOU UP set to the feet 
in no time at all, just like you are used to with the 
Rollprofi – without any tools. And now the unwinder 
gains in size and supports you safely in the twist-free 
laying of empty conduits and cables. Of course, CLOU 
UP can be fitted under all models in the CLOU family. 

Small accessories, big impact.

SAFE STANDING ON 
THE BUILDING SHELL.

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight 0.5 kg

ORDER CODE

CLOU UP (set = 3 pcs.) A90226

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight 3 kg

ORDER CODE

CLOU MOVE 
(set = 3 pcs.) incl. carrier bag A90230

MOBILE ON THE 
CONSTRUCTION SITE.

Get your CLOU moving with the CLOU MOVE. The 
wheels make your CLOU mobile without the need for 
any tools, just a tricky locking mechanism. All three 
wheels are of course equipped with a parking brake to 
ensure a secure stand when unrolling. Of course, 
CLOU MOVE can be fitted to all models in the CLOU 
family and ensures mobility on the construction site.

IN USE

SPARE PARTS, 
TECHNICAL DATA 
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THE VARIO.
THE FIRST OF IST KIND.

A new era of ring unwinders began with the VARIO. 
Equipped with an adjustable core, the unwinder from 
East Westphalia was the first tool to enable twist-free 
unwinding of the inner ring. This has made the VARIO 
a byword for professional cable ring processing for 
more than 40 years. The VARIO is highly valued by 
users when installing cables with smaller cross-
sections. With a core height of 300 mm and a variable 
adjustable core, the VARIO offers optimum unwinding 
conditions at all times.  

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. ring weight 50 kg

Max. ring outer Ø 450 mm

ring inner Ø min. 150 mm
max. 260 mm

Max. ring height 300 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 460 x 510 x 530 mm

Weight 13.5 kg

ORDER CODE

VARIO incl. Castors 
(set = 4 pcs.) A90206

THE MOBILE ONE FOR 
SMALL RINGS.

IN USE

SPARE PARTS, 
TECHNICAL DATA 
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THE CLASSIC FOR SMALL 
INNER DIAMETERS.

With the VARIO SLIM, the product range of coil un-
winders has been expanded to include an unwinder for 
coils with particularly small inner diameters. 

Under the motto Professional unwinding“, the VARIO 
SLIM offers the possibility of unwinding even tightly 
wound coils from the inside without twisting. This is 
possible thanks to its cylindrical core.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. ring weight 50 kg

Max. ring outer Ø 450 mm

Min. ring inner Ø 95 mm

Max. ring height 300 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 460 x 510 x 530 mm

Weight 11 kg

ORDER CODE

VARIO SLIM incl. Castors 
(set = 4 pcs.) A90207
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LARGE CABLE 
DRUM ROLLER



HEAVY WEIGHTS 
MADE EASY!

PROFESSIONAL HANDLING AND SAFE UNWINDING OF 
HEAVY CABLE DRUMS.

JUMBO AND RAIL – 
TWO PROFESSIONALS 
INTRODUCE THEMSELVES.

When the cable drums get bigger and heavier, the large 
unwinders from Rollprofi come into play. A maximum 
drum weight of 1,500 kg is no problem for the high-
performance giants from Herzebrock. However, the 
drum quality should always be taken into account and 
so we recommend a maximum unwinding weight of 
700 kg for wooden drums.

JUMBO or RAIL are used where different cable types 
have to be processed on large drums. The flexibility 
offered by the quick and easy change from drum to 
drum makes the JUMBO and RAIL reliable partners for 
the heavyweights among drums. 



TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight  1,500 kg

Recommended max. rolling 
weight for wooden drums* 700 kg

Min. drum Ø 500 mm

Max. drum Ø 1,800 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 1,206 x 277 x 195 mm

Weight per element 17 kg

ORDER CODE

JUMBO A90102

SIMPLE AND FLEXIBLE.

The quick and easy change from drum to drum makes 
the JUMBO so interesting. The JUMBO is only de-
ployed at the required location.

The drum can be transported to the site of operation by 
forklift truck or rolled by and. Place the two parts of the 
JUMBO on the right and left side of the cable drum. 
Then adjust the sliding counter rollers to the diameter 
of the cable reel and use the technically simple lever 
mechanism to push the cable reel into the unwinding 
position with little effort.

WELL THOUGHT OUT

Adjust the movable counter 
rollers according to the drum‘s 
diameter. Raise the drum into 
its unwinding position.

Equipped with high-quality, ball-bearing support 
rollers, the RAIL is your reliable unwinding tool even 
for heavy cable products. 

Place the two unwinding rails parallel to each other in 
front of the drum flanges. Then adjust the swivelling 
rollers to the diameter of the cable drum by simply 
turning them over. Now, the drum can be rolled over 
the ramp onto the ready to use RAIL. To remove the 
cable drum, lock the respective support roller and roll 
the drum out of the RAIL.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight  1,500 kg

Recommended max. rolling 
weight for wooden drums* 700 kg

Min. drum Ø 500 mm

Max. drum Ø 1,400 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 903 x 160 x 195 mm

Weight per element 9 kg

ORDER CODE

RAIL A90105

COMPACT AND STURDY.

JUST CLEVER

The swivelling rollers can 
subsequently be adjusted to 
the diameter of the cable drum 
by simply moving them into 
position. To roll up and unroll 
the drum lock the front 
supporting rollers.

* Due to the sometimes poor condition of wooden drums, we recommend 
not to exceed the unwinding weight of 700 kg for easier handling

* Due to the sometimes poor condition of wooden drums, we recommend 
not to exceed the unwinding weight of 700 kg for easier handling.
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HYDRAULIC CABLE 
DRUM LIFTING JACK



POWER PACKS 
LIFTING THE DRUMS!

INNOVATIVE, ROBUST AND UNIQUE!
THE SOLUTION FOR PROFESSIONAL DRUM HANDLING.

Cable drums with a weight up to 6 t and a maximum 
diameter of 2.20 meters pose a special challenge in 
everyday work. The requirements for unwinding such 
weights are maximum stability and maximum safety. 
That is why professionals have been opting for our 
high-performance drum lifters for years. The main 
advantages of our drum lifters are the mounting blocks 
that are equipped with floating bearings as well as the 
centering cones on the drum axle. This guarantees an 
absolutely smooth and quiet running and reduces the 
risk of the entire system tipping over.

Each drum lifter is provided as a package consisting of 
2 side parts, a drum axle and the corresponding 
centering cones – and is therefore – as you would 
expect from a Rollprofi product – immediately ready 
for use.

These drum lifters from Herzebrock are absolute 
professionals for use on the construction site. Stable 
and equipped with a chassis for flexible use, they 
ensure safe handling of all large cable drums.

MINILIFT AND JUMBOLIFT. 
HIGH-END DRUM LIFTER.

SAFE – STABLE

Height adjustability and 
compensation for uneven 
floors.



The strength of the MINILIFT is the easy handling. 
First fix the cable reel to the reel axle by using the 
centering cones, then place the movable sides of the 
reel lifter next to the cable reel. 

Now snap the adjustable support block into the guide 
profile at the height of the drum axle. Lift your cable 
drum hydraulically by simply pumping and lock the 
retaining rings underneath the cross member. Now 
lower your lift system again using the adjusting screw 
on the hydraulic jack. 

Perfect and safe – professional unwinding!

POWERFUL UP TO 
4 TONS.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 4,000 kg

Max. reel width 1,000 mm

Min. drum Ø 650 mm

Max. drum Ø 1,600 mm

Length of drum axle 1,500 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 450 x 358 x 863 mm

Weight per side 41 kg

ORDER CODE

MINILIFT Set:                                                  A90112

  two side parts
  one drum axle 1,500 mm
  one Set centering cones Ø 95 mm

ACCESSORIES

Drum Axle 1,850 mm A9012060

Set centering cones Ø 140 mm                 A9012083

Easy handling is also the strength of the JUMBOLIFT 
and similar to its little brother. However, the appli-
cation range up to a drum weight of 6 tons and a 
diameter of 2.2 meters is gigantic. The innovative 
technology of the solid aluminum construction makes it 
possible to unroll heavy drums safely and easily at any 
location. 

The JUMBOLIFT is proven for use on construction 
sites. Stable on its solid powder-coated steel frame 
and equipped with a carriage for optimum use, it is 
almost identical to its aluminum little brother almost 
down to the last detail. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 6,000 kg

Max. reel width 1,300 mm

Min. drum Ø 700 mm

Max. drum Ø 2,200 mm

Length of drum axle 1,850 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 500 x 440 x 1,122 mm

Weight per side 72,5 kg

ORDER CODE

JUMBOLIFT Set:                                                 A90121

  two side parts
  one drum axle 1,850 mm
  one Set centering cones Ø 95 mm
  one Set centering cones Ø 140 mm

ACCESSORIES

Drum Axle 1,500 mm A9011032

POWERFUL UP TO 
6 TONS.
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ON NEW PATHS!

GO FURTHER WITH OUR CROSS MODELS.

GET OUT OF THE COMFORT ZONE.

A new product from the East Westphalian ideas factory 
are the drum lifts of the CROSS line. Suitable for off-
road use with fully rubberised and ball-bearing 
tyres, increased ground clearance and new handle 
ergonomics, you can also take the CROSS models 
outdoors or to the construction site. The proven tech- 
nology of the Rollprofi drum lifters, which is appre-
ciated by professionals, has remained unchanged. 

A unique innovation for anyone who wants to get out 
of the comfort zone.



TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 4,000 kg

Max. reel width 1,000 mm

Min. drum Ø 650 mm

Max. drum Ø 1,600 mm

Length of drum axle 1,500 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 447 x 505 x 1,095 mm

Weight per side 43.5 kg

ORDER CODE

MINILIFT CROSS Set:                                                  A90130

  two side parts
  one drum axle 1,500 mm
  one Set centering cones Ø 95 mm

ACCESSORIES

Drum Axle 1,850 mm A9012060

Set centering cones Ø 140 mm                 A9012083

Easy handling is also the fast way to unroll drums up 
to a weight of 4 tonnes and a drum diameter of 1.6 
metres with the MINILIFT CROSS. All functions of the 
CROSS are exactly the same as those of the MINILIFT 
and offer the user the convenience of a professional 
tool.

The MINILIFT CROSS is supplied as a package 
consisting of two side parts, a drum axle and the 
corresponding centring cones – and can therefore be 
used immediately, as you would expect from a 
Rollprofi.

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 6,000 kg

Max. reel width 1,300 mm

Min. drum Ø 700 mm

Max. drum Ø 2,200 mm

Length of drum axle 1,850 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 527 x 514 x 1,352 mm

Weight per side 76.5 kg

ORDER CODE

JUMBOLIFT  CROSS Set:                                                 A90140

  two side parts
  one drum axle 1,850 mm
  one Set centering cones Ø 95 mm
  one Set centering cones Ø 140 mm

ACCESSORIES

Drum Axle 1,500 mm A9011032
Easy handling is also the strength of the JUMBOLIFT 
CROSS and is similar to the drum lifter family. 
However, the range of applications up to a drum 
weight of 6 tonnes and a diameter of 2.2 metres is 
gigantic. The innovative technology of the solid 
aluminium construction makes it possible to roll 
heavy drums safely and easily, even outdoors. 

The JUMBOLIFT CROSS is supplied as a package 
consisting of two side sections, a drum axle and the 
corresponding centring cones – and can be used 
straight away.  
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POWERFUL UP TO 
4 TONS.

POWERFUL UP TO 
6 TONS.



THE ENTRY-LEVEL MODEL FOR 
EASY DRUM HANDLING.

THE SMALL UP TO 
2 TONS.

As an entry-level model, we offer the EASYLIFT drum 
lifter with a maximum drum weight of 2 tons and a 
maximum diameter of 1.2 meters. As with all Rollprofi 
drum lifters, the hydraulics for pumping up the drum 
and the drop guard are standard. Unique in the 
category of entry-level models is the bearing-mounted 
roller support, which ensures unique rolling comfort. 

The EASYLIFT package consists of two side parts, a 
drum axle and the centering cones and is ready for 
immediate use. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. drum weight 2,000 kg
Max. reel width 850 mm
Min. drum Ø 600 mm
Max. drum Ø 1,200 mm
Length of drum axle 1,350 mm
Dimensions (L x W x H) 500 x 250 x 640 mm
Weight per side 26 kg

ORDER CODE

EASYLIFT Set:                                                 A90122
  two side parts
  one drum axle 1,350 mm
  one Set centering cones Ø 95 mm  

WELL THOUGHT OUT

Easy and safe adjustment 
of height by using the 
safety device.
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CABLE ROUTING



SIMPLY CLEVER 
THOUGHT AROUND 
THE CORNER!
THE INNOVATIVE CABLE ROUTING SYSTEM FROM ROLLPROFI.

For almost all cable routings, the prevention of material 
damage is the top priority, especially for sensitive data cables. 
Channel curves and differences in height can further 
complicate the cable pulling. Commercially available de-
flection products are often complicated and time-consuming 
to assemble and dismantle. From now on, our FLEXIPASS 
offers the optimal solution: handy, flexible and immediately 
ready for use.

With its ergonomic and compact design and smooth-running 
guide rollers, FLEXIPASS ensures safe and precise cable 
transfer at all corners and edges of cable trays. Packed in a 

professional bag, the basic set consists of three FLEXIPASS. 
This guarantees a maximum of flexibility at first use im-
mediately. Furthermore, you can add more FLEXIPASS to your 
cable management system at any time.

It‘s that simple: Place the FLEXIPASS on the cable tray and fix 
it quickly and easily with the one-hand clamping mechanism. 
The FLEXIPASS holds with its rubberised clamping surfaces 
without cumbersome screwing – no slipping, no tilting.

Now insert the cable, secure with the latch and the FLEXIPASS 
is ready to uncoil.

FLEXIPASS – QUICK AND EASY CABLE ROUTING FOR PROFESSIONALS.

SIMPLY SIMPLE

Push – span – loosen.



THE ALL-ROUNDER

TECHNICAL DATA

Max. cable Ø 38 mm

Max. clamping width 48 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H)          331 – 379 x 65 x 148 mm

Weight 0.85 kg

ORDER CODE

FLEXIPASS BAG 3
3 pcs. incl. carrier bag A90229

FLEXIPASS (single) A9022940

FLEXIPASS is the universal cable routing system for 
cable trays of various designs and can be used for 
cables up to a diameter of 38 mm. The clever roller 
arrangement ensures optimum and resistance-free 
cable routing and transport. With its low weight of 750 g, 
the FLEXIPASS can easily be used even on light-
weight cable trays.

FLEXIPASS is available individually or as a set of 3 
pieces in a professional carrying bag which also 
protects the FLEXIPASS during transport.

ORDER CODE

FLEXIPASS L-BOXX 5
5 pcs. inkl. L-BOXX A90298

MOBILE – FLEXIBLE – 
SAFE

As a partner of the Bosch and Sortimo L-BOXX, 
Rollprofi also offers you the FLEXIPASS in the perfect 
L-BOXX 5. It offers space for 5 FLEXIPASS, each of 
which is safely stored for transport. The FLEXIPASS 
are neat and organized when you arrive on site. You 
can check the completeness of your L-BOXX 5 at a 
glance. Benefit from the modular concept and combine 
the FLEXIPASS with your tools and materials of the 
L-BOXX world.

FLEXIPASS L-BOXX 5 consists of an L-BOXX in-
cluding a special insert and five FLEXIPASS.
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WELL PACKED AND 
STORED:

ORDER CODE

FLEXIPASS BOX 10
10 pcs. incl. Box A90299

Together with our partner AUER PACKAGING, Rollprofi 
also offers you the FLEXIPASS in the high-quality 
BOX 10. 

It provides space for 10 FLEXIPASS which are safely 
stored for transport. You will find the FLEXIPASS neat 
and organized when you arrive on site. FLEXIPASS 
BOX 10 consists of an AUER BOX and ten FLEXIPASS.

ORDER CODE

FLEXIPASS FIX-01 A9022925

FLEXIPASS FIX-02 A9022960

STABLE – 
FLEXIBLE – 
FUNCTIONAL.

FLEXIPASS FIX extends the application range of 
FLEXIPASS to unimagined possibilities. Whether on a 
building shell, in an industrial hall, in offices or living 
areas. With the FIX variants, you can route the cables 
around sharp edges, into floor tanks, over window 
profiles or even from room to room. There are no 
limits to the FLEXIPASS with FIX.

The FLEXIPASS FIX is always supplied without 
FLEXIPASS devices.
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CABLE STORAGE



FLEXIBLE STACKING 
WITH SYSTEM!

THE MODULAR STORAGE SYSTEM FOR THE ROLLPROFI.

On the market there already is a wide range of storage 
systems for cables and wires. However taking a closer 
look, it soon will be clear that no practicable solutions 
can be found, particularly for the storage of small 
drum and ring products. With the new cable storage 
system from Rollprofi, we offer you a suitable solution: 
the CABLEDEPOT.

This infinitely expandable system does not end with 
the storage of cable rings and drums – storage shelves 
in different lengths are also part of the CABLEDEPOT’s 
range of products. Modules for worktops are also 
available and expand your range of uses. 

With the CABLEDEPOT you are not limited on a rigid 
division. It allows you a flexible use at any time. Decide 
today at which place which pipe is stored and simply 
reorganize the placing the next day. 

It is only the height we determine: CABLEDEPOT is 
available in a maximum height of 2 m. The reason: 
Your safety is important to us. The CABLEDEPOT is 
firmly screwed to the floor and does not require a wall 
bracket. 

CABLEDEPOT – AS UNIQUE AS 
FLEXIBLE.

VARIABLE

position of the supportrails is 
flexible and quickly adjustable.

HELPFUL

Position for easy loading of 
the cable coils uncoilers.

SAFE

All uncoilers are secured 
against falling out.



ONE SYSTEM –  
COUNTLESS 
POSSIBILITIES.

Facts for professionals:
   Cable coils with a minimum inner 

diameter of 95 mm
     Cable coils with a maximum weight of 50 kg 
   Cable coils with a maximum outer 

diameter of 450 mm
   Cable drums with a maximum width of 520 mm
   Cable drums with a maximum weight of 140 kg

As in any warehouse, space is the decisive resource 
for the CABLEDEPOT too. We offer a particularly space- 
saving solution with the ORIGINAL DUO: With this, 
two smaller drums can be uncoiled on the same width 
of the original. We also have implemented a clever 
idea for loading ring uncoilers: The uncoiler is pulled 
forward and lowered in its support rail. This way the 
ring can be put on easily.

We will not leave you alone with the planning of your 
CABLEDEPOT. Together we can find the best solution 
for you out of all available options. Please feel free to 
contact our friendly service staff with sizes of your 
available space and an approximate number of rings 
or drums. In cooperation with you we would be pleased 
to take over the planning for your CABLEDEPOT.

Or simply configure online:
konfigurator.rollprofi.de
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#BRUCE_IS_ROLLIN

OUR SHOW VAN ON TOUR. KONTAKT

With our enthusiasm for technology and quality, we 
are on tour with our Show Van. We will be happy to 
visit you and present our products from the cable reel 
systems range. We will also be on site with our 
Rollprofi Show Van during your special event days.

Contact us to arrange an appointment: 

Lea Enk
Corporate Communications 
Trade fairs and presentations

+49 5245 83 09-204
enk@luebbering.de

WE
COME

TO YOU!



LÜBBERING ABROLLSYSTEME GMBH & CO. KG
Hans-Böckler-Straße 9
33442 Herzebrock-Clarholz
GERMANY

Fon: +49 (52 45) 83 09-374
Fax:  +49 (52 45) 83 09-274
info@rollprofi.de

www.rollprofi.de
 rollprofi

Luebbering (UK) Ltd.
www.luebbering.co.uk
 
Luebbering France
www.luebbering.de

Luebbering Corp. USA
www.luebbering.com

Lübbering China
www.luebbering.de ©
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The cover made of Gmund Bio-Cycle paper 
contains up to 50 percent alternative, rapidly 
renewable natural fibres, the other part is 
FSC®-certified cellulose.
 
The inside pages and the print are Cradle to 
Cradle Certified®.
 
Cradle to Cradle Certified® is the global 
standard for safe, recyclable and responsibly 
manufactured products.
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